
SUMMARY 

As a mid-level frontend web 
developer, I have a strong 
foundation in HTML, CSS, and 
JavaScript, as well as experience 
with modern frontend frameworks 
such as React and Angular. I have 
the ability to translate design 
mockups into functional, 
accessible and responsive 
websites, and have a strong 
understanding of cross-browser 
compatibility issues. In my previous 
roles, I have successfully 
implemented responsive design 
principles and worked on projects 
with complex user interfaces. I am 
comfortable working with back-
end developers to integrate front-
end code with server-side 
functionality.    

In addition to my technical skills, I 
am a strong communicator and 
work well in team environments. I 
am skilled at managing my time 
and prioritizing tasks to meet 
project deadlines. I am constantly 
seeking to learn and improve my 
skills, and enjoy staying up-to-date 
with the latest trends and best 
practices in web development. 
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Ryan O. Tunstall 
FRONTEND WEB DEVELOPER and DESIGNER 

Sims Media Design, LLC.

WORK EXPERIENCE  

Frontend Web Developer / UX•UI Designer (contract)  
THE LAUNCH GROUP, LLC --- ORLANDO, FLORIDA           February 2020 - Present  

HTML • SASS/CSS • JAVASCRIPT ES6+ • WORDPRESS• PHP • REACT • JQUERY 
- Design and Develop responsive, scalable, cross-browser and multi-device virtual 

conference/meeting web interfaces for businesses and organizations - online 
expositions, workshops, internal training and annual meetings as well as primary 
websites 

- Create wireframes and high fidelity mockups for initial client approval / also develop  
UI’s based on provided wireframes and /or mockups   

- Work directly with the business clients to ensure seamless branding consistency as 
well as other specifications and expectations are met 

- Integrate various web functionality such as but not limited to: payment gateways, 
SEO, marketing campaigns, web analytics, security and privacy measures, login/
signup customizations, online courses and various pre-recorded and live-streaming 
video capabilities 

Network Operation Center Support Tech / Frontend Web Developer 
ALTERASCAPE, LLC --- KISSIMMEE, FLORIDA            June 2013 - November 2020  

HTML • SASS/CSS • JAVASCRIPT • WORDPRESS • JQUERY • PHP • GIT / GITHUB 
- Developed and implemented application Prove of Concept 
- Created multiple frontend application templates 
- Developed, Designed and Maintained multiple custom WordPress e-commerce sites 

for various clients 
- Troubleshooting clients server and software issue 
- Communicated directly with client via phone, chat and ticketing system 
- Trained and informed client of changing and new technology standards and protocols 
- Collaborated with team members to ensure consistence and high standards across 

departments 

Frontend Web Developer / Designer (Owner and Operator)  
SIMS MEDIA DESIGN, LLC --- ORLANDO, FLORIDA                  April 2009 - Present  

HTML • SASS/CSS (Flexbox & CSS Grid)• JAVASCRIPT ES6+ • WORDPRESS •  PHP 
- Design, Develop and Maintain multiple responsive sites while implementing various 

functionality such as e-commerce, cross platform migrations, payment gateways, 
SEO, Analytics, Security and Privacy measures  

- Provide training to clients to ensure they can properly update or make changes to 
sites if they have the need to do so 

- Interact and collaborate with client to provide the best possible outcome while 
keeping them informed of the project’s progress
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